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“The soul is born old but grows young. That is the comedy of life. 
And the body is born young and grows old. That is life's tragedy.” 

-Oscar Wilde: A Woman of No Importance

“Perhaps a fox will eat me even while I am in the egg.
Had I known there was sunlight out there would I have come out?”

-Dambudzo Marechera: Black Sunlight

“The patchwork was made by the lice, literate and teeming, 
who at times performed autopsies on the cynical among them.”

-William S. Burroughs: Exterminator!

“All at once, it seems as though we were seeing something for the first time
that we have seen a thousand times...the puberty of an impression.”

-Paul Valery: Selected Writings

“It is a common failing of childhood to think that if one 
makes a hero out of a demon the demon will be satisfied.”

-Yukio Mishima: Confessions of a Mask
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Running Wrist
I got famous quick didn’t I?
This syllable lies. I am Caesar,
Valery hunchbacked, mustached.
A face is a mathematic misunderstood.
The eye is below, the nose is short.
Green in the sunlight but terrible
an inch away, not so green but my back leg
looks a little like crickets’ do,
always and always in hitch.
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Our Firmament Confused
Following whenever the tails he is ignorant of
action-potential, potentially following wherever
he goes his sidelong steps light as being a hum
in a vacuum which writes neon slurs on waters
inside the cell and outside, and vicious therefore,
and because for, he was born, cried, was young, died,
did not thread his calciums together in such
rapid taperings he forgot half the things impossible
to see and forget wholly, and forgot personality
is something keen from being to being, depending
on the mandibles used and if kissing is potential.
Or speechless, like the poor earwig hands then absent.
Or cripple, walking in the manner of flushing waters.
Or unaided, like no thing that belongs to a system of things,
biology of imposing be that as it may or not,
likely not, the axis a lesion of trampled lipids
he spoke through dully mumbling but he died surprised
as the young are wont that distances chirped in response
his name though he didn’t til the bark know its form,
being built shuffly by the palpitations of his household.
Things took after his name in likeness for twenty years warm.
As it is with all necessary skewings, limbs and head or no.
What he did with his time was the sleep of narcosis,
or pathology, or dithering, or attempting, attempting,
always that and assaying whether is all that is needs be.
He failed the body of body of bodies, back then called nothing
in the way nothings will call nothings, or not call at all.
He treasured sleep knowing such things could be called
by words our instruments our kissing potentials as
the fact of his own name, its briefness and license, an action for nothing.
The word tolerable is not only a device, but a science, narrower than what
we like to think of as the outside wilderness he bothered with narrowly.
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The Transient Bible
Sodium yellow and its cinderblock wall. 
God the Great Neurotic assembled
his assemblies and made them literate.
They suckled their mothers and laid
one block on another, on another.
Headaches in addicts and groin-killing dropouts.
Anonymous in a timeless stretch, dissimilar
as putty in a putty factory.
They put on their clothes and stooped lowly.
The climbing wall, a simple analogy,
more apt than bowls of vinegar or honey.
Taller than any of us, yet somehow,
drowsing and dumb its vibe is cheaper
than the propane by it or these eyeballs now.
The cashier knows she is a miraculous
creature, all uneducated chemistry. 
Her sudden-death heart palpitations
produce motion where none should be.
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Fear’s Grammar
What is this, what is this?
The opiate swamp between bullied
left ear and limping right. 
What is this I see? What the babies
write when they mature eating LSD.
What a filthy laboratory, planet Earth,
your old hips have turned vulgar
where too many mouths are eighty at twenty.
What a confusion of syllables. How extraordinary.
No such thing as looking up, or feeling. 
Only the single math that hollars silly
-what foul abstraction invented I?- 
One may reduce it parietally or parentally.
One may regard the waterfall of bodies
or consider better-than-me the domain
of hobbling animals incapable of sneering. 
What is this hunchbacked golly-gee about
you sagging adolescents come unyoung? 
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Numbering the Carpals
Two Hands my man, I have three. Yodeling hands.
Mix and match hands, fiddle and loon hands. 
Penis-pump hands, cigarette and lighter hands.
Ten nails and hammer hands, taxation without hands.
Voting hands, Black Panther hands. Lo and
Southern gothic legs the better to run with. 
Little white hands attached to a totem
attached to a bowing boy attached to his 
god the glowing spine, a bottom-feeder.
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Irradiating IQ
Let us discover the idiot in every body
that bobbled first on its floating head.
Lessons: the natural habitat is an egg-shaped
bolus a foreign entity somehow sapped and grew on,
breathed without breath, and did not choke once.
It had no language but was ignorant of nothing.
This is idiocy how we aspire its being. 
In a house of lulling. Eyes forward and back. 
The legless track from fluid to frothing.
Then smack! A towering glowering voodoo doctor.
His hand was the first devil anyone knew.
The idiot in this man is his child, of course,
or rather we’ll call it his two-dollar cutting.
His doll he glued his face and genes on. 
His idiot is living, never thriving. A botany.
The corruption of his ganglia as they spill over.
What is his worth but his system’s knowing?
Fluid to frothing. God got into the morphine.
Aren’t we typical. The new sweet idiocy.
Drinks on me, where the brain wandered off.
Old guard has gone, has swooned and fawned.
Its sallow floating head was bombed.
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The Gobbling Epistle
Wilding growths they imitate music imitate the hearth.
A sampling of a boy’s body limits sampling of body earth.
Green hell is this said the picture block amid sand.
Head’s mouth here I am rich I am unwatered widemouthed.
Wedges here like the elbow that made them bent over a lap.
If she eats her dogs turn into crouching tan toddlers.
The lady fell into her dress fell into her husband’s hand.
Druggy boy must swim into its cortex until it has unwound.
Natural mathematics in the eyeball’s only pelted nerve.
What assaults as these the younger years outside three times.
It has been outside three times it is white as Titan.
The standing stood for smiles until it purchased them.
Darrow and yet God’s office the thousands far off gone.
It has stood like the center of the Earth, and for less.
The crooked gentleman’s hurry to kick his body nowhere?
Little dogs haul up for attention like twenty year olds.
They pray around a man’s wrist who turns up too much rum.
The blonde kid victim of bald-assed puberty’s gun.
Ugly as his mouth and the half-sung songs therefrom.
Wilding growths they halt their insides for the other.
No father but the man who tells his genitals he’s bossy.
End of the line says the conductor, your cells are bothered.
Assays of the hurdled thing you find your boys and halves on.
In the middle of nowhere is the place for all species.
The question is the speed, whether miles or goosefeet.
Bullied left ear and oversexed right taught what shame is.
Poor curve of formulaic skin cell that thought its form out.
It branched toward sound and found it was foolery.
Before birth, the thinking, after birth, the regrets.
Silly sulking reptile of a people discovered merchants.
What magical people as the sellers of unmagical people.
Hail ignorance the fat-bellied home of hoarded papyrus.
And oh humming lonesome yellow skinned dead folks are us.
Wilding growths they never learned to count their kin.
A spirula that launched anywhere but here nowhere but here.
Founded a colony of bored two-tailed two-eyed floating mollusks.
Never invented mutually arguing squalling opposite flesh.
Landed on a lazy artist attached to a tobacco root stalk.
Underneath the dirt plain eroded as his Eastern forehead.
Wrote a picture block young skinny bald primates hawked.
They built their odd guilty buildings door to door.
The wry and mean string of gene fragments not asked for.
White peeling face peered toward its similar leaving brothers.
A lucky thirtieth of a tenth of a thirty-tenth smirk disorder. 
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The Cradle Experiment
Set up by a troop of single parent raisers-of-crabs.
The better than they shed their arms like frying men.
Too conscious oh cannot be oblivious of their bowels.
They call it the running game in their Khoisan tongue.
Soul inventing is a payless gambit here on the mount.

Kneeling formless on the bodies of untraveled artists.
The wheels they bought coil on spree-making solvents.
Every other word perchance they steal sounds foreign.
The two channels on each rail of the stem well-spoken.
Those bare-sketched streets to sublimating idiocy.

The thought-disordered artistry is one of trials.
Said Old God to Young God with his longer penis no.
No time to describe it since its climate dessicated.
Misuse of the robot folks’ beings were bonded to.
What the purpose is of having purpose owning clues.

Joy here let us volley joy at stuttering adolescence.
Latinates spread themselves to the vulgar everybody.
When salesmen say of course it is their relaxing sure.
Finding something out about is all whining unkempt misery.
If the genitals react to blues music might we hope more.

Thalamus dances on amphetamines for sixty hours touring.
Accent bounces between freeing and weathered trailer.
It has as many wheels as a man has limbs to kneel with.
What the two channels yielded quietly onto the planet.
A human being that calls itself a repeater of myth.

Five counted stages of cellular boom the first none.
Then a hardship of shooting foot by foot a little up.
Looking up where the soother as a kid quick-fries atheist.
The sounding genius so hardy my body flashed to wood.
Slobbers the done-nothing man about his normal boyhood.
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The Eyelashes
Mirror builder asleep in brackish river.
Said his headaches make his cord sore.
Taught the undoings to his offspring shortly.
Toddling oh now I am oblivious. I hadn’t
but begun to arrange snapping fingers in
the backhead valley gone to carnivores.
Fairness in blabbering eye-contact narrowly.
Awful arching back gave away pleasant saneness.
Think such like grievings of hyenas gone away.
Sold home to the bully muscle pulling foreheads.
Wore what sayings did to this a fragment.
Pity to pity oneself. Laze and forgetting.
My English language is a hopping tool.
Brain to brain half-formed tazed nearlike.
Hostile oh planet nowhere to raise kids in.
Move to the next paying mortgage always
beside the slipping lobe caring not for smells.
The pattering of hairy children every foot.
No eyes goals of stranded literal men.
The senses turn themselves knowing no work
into seizures the too-happy wear early on.
The whine of being. The strange insect
that will carry certain private molecules off.
Wooing the dismal. Remember when you person
shook from the ground your grandmother’s body?
Dishwater scratching piece by piece the meninges. 
Puppetstrings who configured poorly human faces.
Matter does separate neurotransmission. 
There is no more delicate word than catastrophe.
No better conversation than with the guilty. 
The first sound boomed and sought no ear.
World cobbling hallucinators snuck into being.
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When Yielding
Pieces little scores mosaic of a brain-hunk.
The thinkers soggied their faces in the swill.
Hand of Lazarus he shook his cartilage out.
What the people did they trampled them stoned.
Them was dark the sunlight had the rent due.
Stored the free atoms they drift like gliomas.
Now as time insomniacs puzzled over a passage.
God’s abusive monologue never sang to its kid.
On God’s finger effeminate as the hip gait.
Borowski’s camp in the center of it long.
Reeling mind in corner the wheel is going.
Launderers know nothing knowing nothing young.
The hostile arrangement of primate features.
The undoing thereof how good people halt it.
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The Gut Stutter 
Squat and loud a matter of ill-arranged matter.
The working day fought the waking night.
Made a baby with an adder called it principle.
A two-day foray around tusks of adolescents.
Their spy jewelry chatterings of privilege.
Rude skin cells they hustle ill-arranged.

The aging of good simpletons is slowed down.
Howdy do polite as sneaking police people.
Yonder there a ram hanged from a spice tree.
Split into quarters the little mealy hand.
What much did the fingers ever ask for?
How fluidly did they talk their joints away?
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Ideas of Reference 
The pondering of my body odor the howling roof conspires.
Proof we belong to the genus immuscular houses do.
Their exploding laughter bombs in all the lathe.
What made them that talked itself to smudged pieces.
New catalysts for obelisks these square skeletons.
Fresh as gray matter ignorant of its being.
There is enough when the hungry species tramples home.
The beating system all brain, thought none.
Go back a little and inherit the urge to flutter.
Flutter back and assemble time, the smell of pine.
And ocean salt. And cities in the ground met no footprint.
The music of eating and excreting before that stampede.
One cannot own the chatter the sane assaulted with.
One may have long conversations in patterns of sin.
Brain. Then skin on these square skeletons.
The pursuit of ugly peace and ugly questions.
Bodies spoke here to each other in violence.
Which room tells most generous with it?
Which room’s sin rings most eloquent?
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Slave Gossip
For poorer how done everything before.
Monogamous brain the legs too short.
No travel waking or sleeping,
ah, but our calendars have meaning.
What did free will do for Prometheus
walled in by his droppings?
Tellers meant by fire natural excrement.
Wailing ear drums did him in.
Wormwood named him sexually easy.
It blew the cluck of his grammar out.
Piecemeal cortex landed roundabout.
Lender deadbeat of unasked for being.
The joy of his graffiti in all nuclei.
Mean physiognomy of family troglodytes.
What downtrod thing hallucinated us?
It doesn’t come so important.

Ask instead which one?
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Now that the Callosum is Used and Gone
Let us then know what is may not concur
with this fat-bellied corpse that struts
between our left ear and our bullied right.
Oh, how we abuse ourselves and the kids we were.
How we cut our fingers off with our mouths.
How we are beside and ignorant of it.
How we inherit our bodies and destroy them,
unlike heavenly things which make and mutate
and do not wish their own typical deaths.
Normal is a fine inspiration, you kids.
How we want the quiet and want it gone, too.
Let us reflect on how valid all things are
which make grief run along our insides
like derbies, lonely derbies, forgetful of our mothers
who worked away twenty years of themselves
for our sakes, and did not wish us like this:
all intelligent, all posing like infants,
neglecting every cell more artful than algebra.
The last thing you fellows want to see
is your thumbs bitten down or your ganglia showing. 
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The Day Buyer (Year One to Year Twenty)
1 Contract signed in pidgin must have been.
2 Bowels wave by speaking in tongues the dervishes.
3 The adult swing couldn’t nourish a bugbear.
4 What is this I I walk around with haunted by?
5 The other eyes they prank like bone diseases.
6 Nail in the foot a keloid on my knees.
7 No stutters for this crooked mouth foreclosed.
8 A dog-smell cat-smell people-smell nose.
9 Trip to the Mammoth don’t inhale don’t squeeze.
10 Half a body now the limbs white and clenching.

11 Other Me named Charlie fattens in the dungeon.
12 The great groin discovery hoaxed years ago.
13 Charlie crawls from my ribs the ribs afloat.
14 Xenophobes they murmur murder about xenophobes.
15 Attached-to humanoid nods off on folk medicine.
16 Distillery belches through a slack face colonised.
17 Where the morbid slunk off to the father did not.
18 Freud and his reality Lee and his affronts on.
19 Old-city huffers meet well-bred others in polyglot.
20 If life suffers life begets life hardwon.
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